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V is back.  Not the sci-fi television series, but Valuation, Volatility, and Volume. The supply of new issues
has driven returns in the first quarter of 2015.  In January, the dearth of new bonds combined with cash from
maturities and coupon payments gave us a big rally in munis.  Treasury yields gave an extra boost as the 10 yr.
fell from 2.17% to 1.68%.  Both trends reversed in February as Treasury yields climbed back to 2%, and muni
new issue volume surpassed most Februarys of the last six or seven years.  March came in like a sad lion and
went out like a happy one, ending at similar levels to its start.  See this chart for a comparison of the bond
volatility and that of stocks, as bond volatility went up and stock volatility went down:

Here is the 10 year Treasury yield for the quarter:



Here is a valuation measure over the long term.  Higher values indicate times when munis are cheap to Treasurys.
It shows munis more attractive than some previous years, but not as attractive as this time last year. As a result,
we have lowered our leverage, and are emphasizing short-term trading to take advantage of the new issue
calendar.

The lower chart shows muni new issue volume by month over the last several years.  2015 has started with a bang.



Look at how U.S. bond markets compare in size to those of Europe and Japan.  Notice how small the
muni market is compared to the rest of the developed bond markets!  But its yield is very competitive.
And the economic forecasts keep getting weaker, which would bring yields down even more.



Next, look at how negative yields are spreading around the world.  Who would have thought…

The other part of valuation is trade execution, where we excel.  Here is what Nuveen had to say:





Finally, we love to see contrasts between states, and this is good for a laugh.  It shows highest frequency of Google
searches by state for “What does ____ cost?”  Not a good sign for New Jersey…

Commentary from independent sources follows.  Thank you for your business!



• Traders Seeing Treasury Yields Too Low Belied by Surprise Index
• 2015-02-19 12:58:55.578 GMT
•
•
• By Wes Goodman and Lucy Meakin
• (Bloomberg) -- Investors who say yields are too low, given what’s happening in the U.S. economy, should look at the

Citi Economic Surprise Index.
• It shows U.S. economic data are failing to meet expectations by the most in 2 1/2 years. The figure gels with a Federal

Reserve statement Wednesday signaling policy makers’
• willingness to keep interest rates low for longer, given risks to the economy ranging from a stronger dollar to wages and

housing.
• “Data undershooting people’s expectations can help keep a lid on yields,” said Peter Jolly, the Sydney-based head of

market research at National Australia Bank Ltd., the nation’s largest lender by assets. “Though it’s surprising to the
downside, it’s not like it’s collapsing.”

• The U.S. 10-year yield was little changed at 2.08 percent as of 7:55 a.m. New York time, according to Bloomberg Bond
Trader data. The price of the 2 percent note due in February

• 2025 was 99 9/32.
• Treasuries were also supported as oil fell for a second day in the U.S. The price of West Texas Intermediate crude for

March delivery dropped as much as 4.6 percent to $49.73 a barrel in electronic trading on the New York Mercantile
Exchange. It recovered to $50.07, down 4 percent.

• Bond bears who predict a pickup in U.S. growth have pushed yields up from January’s low of 1.64 percent.
•
• Fed Minutes
•
• U.S. government debt has plunged 2.1 percent in February, headed for its worst month in five years, Bank of America

Merrill Lynch indexes show.
• Ten-year yields are still less than the average of 3.28 percent for the past decade. They may rise to 2.5 percent by Dec.

31, National Australia’s Jolly said.
• Many Fed officials “indicated that their assessment of the balance of risks associated with the timing of the beginning

of policy normalization had inclined them toward” keeping rates near zero “for a longer time,” according to minutes of
the Jan. 27-28 policy meeting.

• Investors are looking to congressional testimony next week by Fed Chair Janet Yellen for signs as to the timing of a rate
increase.

• Policy makers will raise borrowing costs in about 6 1/2 months, a Morgan Stanley index shows.
• The Fed may not wait that long, said Tony Crescenzi, a market strategist at Pacific Investment Management Co. based

in Newport Beach, California.
•
• Rate Expectations
•
• U.S. economic growth will be in the high 2 percent area, which will help reduce unemployment, he said Wednesday on

Bloomberg Television.
• “June is still live as a date for the Fed to move,”
• Crescenzi said. “The job story has been good. That’s the precondition for a hike.”
• Reports over the past month on durable goods orders, gross domestic product, factory orders and retail sales all failed

to meet economists’ expectations.
• The minutes highlighted concern that inflation remains too low. A gauge of expectations for inflation starting five

years from now, based on Treasury securities, dropped to as low as
• 1.75 percent last month, data compiled by the Fed show.
• The U.S. Treasury will auction $9 billion of 30-year inflation linked securities later Thursday. A sale of the bonds on Oct.

23 received the highest demand on record from a group of investors that includes foreign central banks. The TIPS yielded
• 0.985 percent.
•
• Jobs Data
•
• The outlier in last month’s data was the monthly employment data that showed payrolls rose more than forecast in

January, capping the strongest three months of jobs growth in 17 years.
• The report was on Feb. 6, after the Fed’s January policy meeting.
• “The Fed, as eager as they are to raise interest rates, are highly suspect at doing so prematurely,” said Mark Luschini,

the president of Janney Capital Management, which is based in Pittsburgh. “There is a majority of members who host a
fear that doing so prematurely may either choke off the recovery they’ve worked so hard to sustain, or secondly, that
they might have to turn around and cut,” he said Wednesday on Bloomberg Television.

•



• Record ETF Flows Persist Amid Warning ’15 Will Hurt: Muni Credit
• 2015-03-05 15:23:08.158 GMT
•
•
• (For more credit-market news, click on TOP CM. For Municipal Credit Markets column alerts, see SALT

MUNCREDIT.)
•
• By Michelle Kaske
• (Bloomberg) -- Investors are pouring a record amount of money into exchange-traded funds that focus on

municipal debt even as the consensus on Wall Street calls for higher interest rates in coming months.
• Individuals this year have added about $1 billion to ETFs that purchase state and local bonds, the fastest

annual start since the funds started in 2007, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. The investment tools,
which typically track indexes and can be bought and sold during the trading day, have taken on a growing
role for muni investors, almost doubling in assets since 2010.

• With local-government finances improving five years after the recession and the top federal income-tax
rates the highest since 2000, investors are increasingly turning to ETFs as a way into the tax-exempt market.
The 2015 inflow underscores that investors aren’t shying away from munis in the face of projections that the
Federal Reserve will lift its benchmark interest rate from near zero, where it’s been since 2008.

• They “have heard this cry-wolf call for so long,” said Vikram Rai, a municipal analyst at Citigroup Inc. in
New York.

• “They’ve become a little jaded towards it.”
•
• 2014 Lure
•
• The $3.5 trillion municipal market is coming off its strongest year since 2011, after posting a 9.8 percent

return in 2014, according to Bank of America Merrill Lynch data. That performance may be luring investors,
said Tom Doe, president of Concord, Massachusetts-based Municipal Market Analytics.

• “Individual investors who predominately use the ETFs through their registered investment advisers are
chasing last year’s phenomenal returns,” Doe said.

• Munis may not repeat their 2014 earnings as states and localities increase borrowings with interest rates
close to 50- year lows, Doe said. Municipal securities have gained about 0.5 percent in 2015, the worst start
to a year since 2011, according to Bank of America data.

• About a third of the added cash has flowed into the largest muni ETF, the $4.5 billion iShares National
AMT-Free Muni Bond ETF, known as MUB. The ETF traded Thursday at about $109.90 per share, close to the
lowest since December.

•
• Issuance Swing
•
• Issuers from Washington to New York sold $62 billion of fixed-rate, long-term debt in the first two months

of the year, almost double the $32.1 billion tally for the same period in 2014.
• Bond investors face another headwind as a growing economy spurs bets that the Fed will increase its

target rate as soon as July, according to the median forecast of 39 analysts surveyed by Bloomberg.
• Treasury yields may head higher too. Interest rates on 30- year federal debt will probably reach 3.38

percent in the first quarter of 2016, from about 2.7 percent now, a separate poll shows.
• That shift in yields may reverse ETF inflows, said Bart Mosley, co-president of Trident Municipal Research

in New York.
• Investors may pull money from muni ETFs depending on how high interest rates rise, he said.
• “As soon as they start to see last year’s gains get challenged, people will become a lot more cautious on

bonds fairly quickly,” Mosley said.
• A reversal may not diminish the role of ETFs in the tax- exempt market.
• Investors held $13.4 billion in muni ETFs as of Sept. 30, up from $7.6 billion at the end of 2010, according

to Fed data.
• In comparison, muni mutual fund assets climbed about 23 percent in that period, to $645 billion.
• “It’s hard to source bonds,” Citigroup’s Rai said. “So this is a quick way of investing your money into

munis.”
•



Important Disclosure Information

A.H. Williams & Co LP (“AHW) is a registered investment advisor located in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. AHW and its representatives are in compliance with the current filling requirements imposed upon
registered investment advisors by those states in which AHW maintains clients. AHWCO may only transact business in
states which it is registered, or qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from registration requirements. AHW’s web site
is limited to the dissemination of general information pertaining to its advisory services, together with access to
additional investment related information, publications, and links.

Accordingly, the publication of AHW’s web site on the Internet should not be construed by any
customer and / or prospective client as AHW’s solicitation to effect, or attempt to effect transactions in securities, or
the rendering of personalized investment advice for compensation, over the Internet.  Any subsequent, direct
communication by AHW with a prospective client shall be conducted by a representative that is either registered or
qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from registration in the state where the prospective client resides. For
information pertaining to the registration status of AHW, please contact the SEC or state securities regulators for those
states which AHW maintains a notice of filing.  A copy of AHW’s written disclosure statement discussing AHW’s
business operations, services, and fees is available from AHW upon written request. AHW does not make any
representations or warranties as to the accuracy, timeliness, suitability, completeness, or relevance of any
information prepared by any unaffiliated third party, whether linked to AHW’s web site or incorporated herein, and
takes no responsibility thereof.  All such information is provided solely for convenience purposes only and all users
thereof should be guided accordingly.

Please remember that different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can
be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment or investment strategy (including those
undertaken or recommended by AHW), will be profitable or equal any historical performance level(s).  Certain portions
of AHW’s web site (i.e. newsletters, articles, commentaries, etc.) may contain a discussion of and/or provide access to,
AHW’s  (and those of other investment and non-investment professionals) positions and/or recommendations as of a
specific prior date. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions, such discussion may no longer be
reflective of current position(s) and/or recommendation(s). Moreover, no client or prospective client should assume
than any such discussion serves as the receipt of, or a substitute for, personalized advice of AHW, or from any other
investment professional. AHW is neither an attorney nor an accountant, and no portion of the web site content should
be interpreted as legal, accounting or tax advice.

Rankings and/or recognition by unaffiliated rating services and/or publications should not be
construed by a client or prospective client as a guarantee that he/she will experience certain levels of results if AHW is
engaged, or continues to be engaged, to provide investment advisory services, nor should it be construed as a current
or past endorsement of AHW by any of its clients. Ranks published by magazines, and others, generally base their
selections exclusively on information prepared and/or submitted by the recognized advisor.

Each client and prospective client agrees, as a condition precedent to his/her/it access to AHW’s
site to release and hold harmless AHW, its officers, directors, owners, employees and agents from any and all
adverse consequences resulting from any of his/her/its actions and/or omissions which are independent of
his/her/its receipt of personalized individual advice from AHW
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